Halloween, and Corey Hart. The two main events of last week kept Alfred alive with activity. See pages 6 and 7 for photo spreads.

The FIAT LUX

The Alfred University Men’s Basketball team look promising this season. For updates wrap-ups, see pages 8 and 9.

Four Attacks Result in Tighter Security; Police Have Few Leads

Jackie Caligheri

A recent wave of violence has plagued the Alfred University campus, with four people attacked within the past two months—three women and one man.

The male student was attacked behind Kruson over Parent’s Weekend, a female Ag-tech student was attacked in the rock garden in September, and a female A.U. student was attacked near the Observatory on October 28.

The latest attack took place in one of the Pine Hill suites on November 3, when a sleeping resident was attacked in her own suite. The residents of the suite said “the door was locked,” reported Don King, Vice President of Student Affairs, yet there was no sign of forced entry. The attacker hit the resident on the head twice with a blunt instrument, but ran from the suite when the victim began screaming. The victim was sent to the infirmary for overnight observation, but received no serious injury.

The most recent event occurred on Friday, November 10, when a female A.U. student chased from the Science Center to the Steinhein. She fell and was helped up by a male student coming from the direction of Openheim. By that time her assailant had disappeared. The victim described him as approximately 5’10”, wearing a blue coat, blue jeans, and a black knit hat.

The Alfred Police Chief, Eldon Jamison Jr., said “There is no proof these attacks are related or were [perpetrated] by the same person.” They may all have been isolated incidents. Referring to the attacker(s) as the “Phantom,” he added “To my knowledge, none of the ones we have had reported have any sexual connotations whatsoever.”

Officer Meacham of the Alfred Police added that the information from the victims has been “too sketchy, with no set time, no [real] description, and no pattern to the attacks.”

When asked if he would send out a directive informing the students of the Pine Hill incident, King replied that he would not. “This is an isolated inci- dent, and not of the same magnitude as what happened Monday (at the observatory)... I’m not trying to minimize what happened.”

King met with resident directors and assistants to ensure that residents were advised of the situation. “We are talking about beefing up security,” said King.

A packed McLane Center pulsed with excitement Friday, November 3, as Corey Hart played songs from his two albums, BOY IN THE BOX and FIRSTOFFENSE.

Hart, seeming wary of the crowd during his first three songs, later warmed up to the crowd with the question “Can you dance? Does anyone have the guts to get up here and dance?” With that he pulled a 15-year-old girl onto the stage and danced with her as the envious crowd looked on.

People started arriving as early as 5:30 and the line to get into McLane extended from the back door to the middle floor. When the doors finally opened, fans quickly poured into the gym, which was soon packed to capacity. It was, as the opening band CANDY remarked, “packed like sardines.” As the lights dimmed the excitement grew. The pack of fans in front of the stage swayed from side to side as others struggled to get closer, CANDY warned up the crowd for the main attraction.

Once again the lights dimmed and the crowd pulsed toward with excitement. After his initial warmness, Hart had the audience singing along to “We Ain’t Enough”, and fans donned sunglasses of every shape and color and sang along to Sunglasses at Night.

As Hart left the stage after singing his latest hit on the charts, ‘Boy in the Box’, the chanting of “Cor-ey, Corey...” drowned out the screams of the audience until Hart returned for an encore. Before singing his last song, Hart closed the show with sincerity, telling them that they could do anything if they put their mind to it. “This one’s for you,” he said, and launched into “Never Surrender!”

Award-Winning Play to be Presented

The Pulitzer prize-winning play The Diary Of Anne Frank opens Thursday, November 17, at 8 p.m. in the Alfred University Division of Performing Arts major fall production.

The play will run tonight and tomorrow night, (November 15-16), at 8 p.m. and Saturday, November 17, at 3 p.m. All performances will be held in Hamer Hall Theater.

Produced in the Sesquicentennial year of Alfred University as the oldest co-educational institution in New York State and one of the oldest in the United States, the play was chosen to denote the importance of women in the university’s 150 year history.

Associate Professor Frank Cornelius directs Susan La Mendola of Tonawanda as Anne, John Hambay of Bayside as Otto Frank and Sean Dineum of Guilderland as Peter in a production that captures the glowing warmth and humor of a capricious teenager.

Anne’s love of life, fresh innocence, dignity and gallant spirit eclipse the grim horror of the World War II Holocaust as she shares her confinement in close quarters with seven other people. The result is a play that both adults and young people will find moving and uplifting. To prepare the actors for the performance, Cornelius locked them in a dark room for one entire three-hour rehearsal period so they could sense the reality of the group’s confinement. Cornelius showed documentary films of the Holocaust, which is the never-present backdrop of the story.

The sets are designed by John Norton; costumes are designed by Kristin Olhugh; and Kelly Williams is the stage manager.

Others in the cast are Kate Underhill, Angela Maier, Bob Ochs, Kristina Fye, Lois Chapman, Timothy Fitzgerald and Andrew DeReyke.

Adapted from Anne Frank’s diary, one of the most poignant and sensitive documents to emerge from World War II, the play has received virtually every coveted theater award, including the New York Drama Critics Award and the Pulitzer Prize.

Opening night tickets are $2 for all ages; other nights, $4 for adults, $3 for senior citizens, students and Alfred faculty and staff. For reservations call the Division of Performing Arts (609) 671-2251 or purchase tickets at the Performing Arts Annex office.
Editorials...

"It was the best party I've ever been to at Alfred." That was the general statement heard during interviews after the Halloween Party on October 30. It was definitely a success, as the Davis Gym saw a campus get together that won't soon be forgotten.

It was the chance for the Greeks, and the entire campus to showcase enthusiasm and effort on a group project, and according to Don King, Vice President of Student Affair, "It was another better events that's happened at Alfred.

The coordination and cooperation was good, and Joe Raguso, the chairman of the whole event, the Greeks, the Ceramic Engineering Society and anyone else involved, should be highly commended. It was obvious by the extensive publicity before hand, and constant action at the party (bars, counters, etc.) that a lot of hard work went into every aspect of making it a success.

And of course, it was a success! Congratulations!

Special thanks to Professor Bob Doherty, Jennifer Boll, and the entire FIAT LUX staff for the many, many hours spent with the transition of the FIAT LUX!

As a hurricane to King during a post-party interview was, "Will the success of this event have an impact on reinstating the St. Pat's Board?" The reply was general, and not exactly what most students would hope to hear.

King basically stated that the party truly was a success. Everyone seemed to have a good time and there were no reported violent incidents. However, it is up to the Saint Pat's Board to work out a solid proposal that is, "one that is good in taste and is something we can all stand behind.

It was a solid effort on the part of the Greeks," King said, "But the emphasis lies with the Saint Pat's Board."

At least it is good to know that the effort has not gone unnoticed. The administration is aware of the huge success of the giant group effort. Hopefully, that will be a solid positive argument when it comes time to propose the reinstatement of the St. Pat's Parade.

ASSAULTS...Don't walk anywhere alone

This semester has seen six such incidents, and at the time this article is being written, whoever is committing these crimes, has not been caught.

It is hard to face the fact that what was once considered safe for everyone finds students, especially female students, looking over their shoulders. But, unfortunately, it is a real problem, and students on this campus need to abolish the attitude of "It will never happen to me" and start taking the necessary precautionary measures.

Don't walk ANYWHERE alone. It may seem like a waste of time to call campus security or ask a friend to walk you home, especially when you've been out all night, and all you can think about doing is hurrying home to get some sleep. Take the time to protect yourself, you may regret it if you don't. Think of this it why? Is the gamble really worth it?

Move your shadow! Claims are going to be made all over soon, but until it is, everyone on this campus needs to work together to prevent anymore assaults. Remain ever so alert and take the time to escort a friend.

A word of advice that campus security is very willing to help. Call them at 387-2108.

ZBT Asks For Cooperation

To the Editor:

On the evening of Friday, November 12, a theft occurred at Zeta Beta Tau. At approximately 9 p.m., a metal walker was stolen from the front hallway of the House. This walker was being used by a little sister who is covering from the recent auto/ pedestrian accident.

In the opinion of our brotherhood, this kind of action is unacceptable. Stealing is an ignorant crime in itself (and also punished by law). However, this theft is even more ridiculous since it is highly unlikely that the person who took the walker needed it.

To whoever stole this much-needed item, we would like to advise that a report has been made to the police. However, if you do come to your senses and realize that it was a foolish idea, we would not take any action if you insured its proper return.

After all, the main concern here is the inconvenience you are causing a person who has enough trouble walking as it is. Let this also be a sober warning to our University community that now, more than ever, we are all subject to the kinds of crime that we associate with other, much more "dangerous," towns and cities.

Thank You,

The Brothers and Little Sisters

of Zeta Beta Tau

Kappa Protests Censorship

Dear editor:

I'm writing this letter on behalf of my associates and myself in response to an unreasonable situation we feel has recently developed on the Alfred University campus.

Anyone who eats at Ade dining hall has seen party signs put there by the various fraternities, sororities, and other organizations who sponsor events. Recently, a sign I made was all but destroyed by those individuals who run the food service.

I am not blaming them for the destruction, but I feel the food service administration with forcing the proprietors of Ade to censor anything that might be even partially offensive to their "sensitive" students. This is a violation of free speech and the First Amendment. In other words, they have the food service and others running scared.

The poster I am speaking of was for my fraternity's "Get Leid" party. Included on the poster were pictures of "tiny nude man and woman (not to be confused with their "privates" with their hands. I may be wrong about this, but it seems to me that your New York Times ladies underwear ad is more revealing than a cartoon that is far from being anatomically correct.

It is hard to face the fact, that we associate with other, much more "dangerous," towns and cities.

Thank You,

Bryan J. Toy

Kappa Psi Upsilon

TODAY'S WORLD...

Segregation Through the Years

Martin Hillman

Much of the world's attention has been focused on the current racial unrest in South Africa, but that attention has most often been focused on the origins of the problem. To understand the cause of that unrest, one must look into the history of South Africa.

John W. Cell, a noted author, on the subject, claimed that the idea of "segregation" is a "separation" policy of "segregation" was created on the whole by well-educated and comparatively moderate men as an apparently attractive to more extreme forms of white supremacy. It is understood that from the earliest days of Euro- American colonization, Europeans associated blackness with "all things evil, ugly, and satanic." Therefore there was no doubt in the colonizers' minds that whites were superior to all other races.

With these feelings, the colonists practiced a policy of "sanitation" under which "exclu- sive residency recreational facilities were created for the whites. This was the beginning of a long history of civil strife that has kept the native blacks from reaching any semblance of equality with the white rulers.

John Levyvelt, author of MOVE YOUR SHADOW, claims that the people of South Africa "are locked in a cultural and historical pattern of domi-

nance," and that there is a "will not understand" on both sides. He also believes "it will be the future of the world's anything like a peaceful "settlement to the area's problems.

As the struggle continues, we see the world watching. Perhaps the time has come for a peaceful "settlement to the problem, but the future seems doubtful. It is seldom that a pattern formed over hundreds of years can be broken in a short time without bloodshed, and a pattern formed on the belief that one race is superior to another can lead to drastic cir-

cumstance. Hate leads to hate, and anything is possible in today's world.
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FACULTY CORNER...

Student's Uninformed in Current Events

Barb Igielinski

The National Career Women's Association (NCWA) has expanded the organization to the Rochester area, the college includes local chapter groups in SUNY Geneseo, Rochester Institute of Technology, and St. John Fisher College.

An expansion committee has been formed to keep in close contact with the existing chapters. The purpose of the committee is to assist the chapters in setting up programs, and public relations activities to publicize the objectives and goals to their campuses.

The founding chapter and the newly formed chapters are expected to meet on Tuesday, November 19. All are welcome to attend the meeting. Check the Faculty Corner for more information.

AU Awarded Grant

Alfred University has been awarded a grant from the Teagle Foundation of $20,000 to be used for nursing scholarships. The Teagle Foundation has continually provided important support for Alfred's nursing students since the first grant of $60,000 was made in 1973.

The Teagle Foundation is a private foundation primarily supporting the humanities. The foundation's mission is to address the many and unusual needs of students in the arts, humanities, and social sciences. The foundation's programs include support for students, research, and institutional improvement.
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AID AND EMPLOYMENT...

Plans being made for next year for financial aid

Sue Keith

Thanks to all of you who have suggested topics for this column. I have asked a group of our office's loyal student workers what this issue's topic should be and they all fairly screamed out in unison: "How to get more money!". Since I can't be sure of this reader-ship's loyalty, I'll hold that topic to the middle of some future column - so keep reading!

The office is already starting to prepare for next year; new forms are coming in, meetings have been scheduled to discuss changes in the federal contribution formula. We'll try to keep you abreast of all these developments through a variety of sources - this column, mailings, TWA, etc. Just remember, you must apply every year for aid and you, not your parents, are responsible for picking up the application materials. One of the saddest things for me to see is students who put their aid in jeopardy by not taking the time to follow through on their applications. There is really no excuse for it and, frankly, it's hard to feel like bending over backwards for someone who can't be bothered to be informed of his or her own financial situation.

There are a number of up-to-date resources in our office that describe the financial aid process, sources of financial aid, and self-directed steps you as a student can take to improve your financial situation. Some of these resources are still appropriate to returning students, although they were designed for students and their parents to digest before application was made to college.

Some examples of the more popular books available in our office are: Robert Leider's 'Don't Miss Out: The Ambitious Student's Guide to Scholarships and Loans'; College Loans from Uncle Sam', which has an excellent section on the question of indebtedness in general (a topic we will address in subsequent columns); 'Financial Aid Officers: What They Do to Win and For You' (one of my personal favorites); Scholarships, Fellowships and Loans by Feinfeld; Directory of Financial Aids for Minorities; and Directory of Financial Aids for Women.

For you older, returning students we have some new publications:

in: Finding Financial Resources for Adult Learners and Paying for Your Education: A Guide for Adult Learners, both by The College Board. All of these materials are accessible, any time our office is open, which is Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., closed noon to 1:00 p.m.

Since we spent quite a bit of space in previous columns discussing student-run businesses, I would just like to point you budding entrepreneurs toward the new AU Solicitation Policy. Basically, students selling items or services for profit must obtain approval from the Student Affairs Office and must inform our office if they are receiving financial aid (a resource is a resource is a resource). Also, if a profit is to be made, the university may want a percentage. Door-to-door selling is forbidden.

Some of you may have received or will be receiving financial aid award notice changes. This is not something we do on a lark. If we have already sent you a financial aid package and then receive notice of either the receipt of outside resources or higher TAP and Pell awards, we would like to push the part-time TAP program for New York State residents. Undergraduates enroll for 6 to 11 credit hours per semester who are in good academic standing, have not used up full-time TAP and meet the income limits ($15,000 for independent students and $22,000 for dependent students should stop in the Financial Aid Office for application material. The deadline date for second semester is January 31, 1986.

Finally, at the urging of our chief secretary, Mrs. Schnurbel, I would like to push the part-time TAP program for New York State residents. Undergraduates enroll for 6 to 11 credit hours per semester who are in good academic standing, have not used up full-time TAP and meet the income limits ($15,000 for independent students and $22,000 for dependent students should stop in the Financial Aid Office for application material. The deadline date for second semester is January 31, 1986.

The Alumni Hall renovation project has been ongoing since the beginning of the summer. It should be completed by the end of this year.
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For your favorite Halloween Photos: See Page 7

Photos by Jim Bissell
Halloween 1985

Personal Copies of these Halloween pictures and more can be requested at the Campus Center Desk for a minimal fee.

Photos by Kenning Arlitsch and Jim Bissell

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jeans 1 lb. potato chips</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni spaghetti sauce</td>
<td>$1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 lb. jar</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Chuck Light Tuna Fish 6 1/2 oz.</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showboat canned spaghetti 14 oz.</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 oz. Coke products</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plus tax and dep.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi Dri paper towels</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spigadoro spaghetti 1 lb.</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mama’s cookies 6 oz. pkgs.</td>
<td>2/$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramen Pride noodles (6 flavors)</td>
<td>4/$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golde Wheat Macaroni and Cheese</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachman Chips 3/4 oz. 4/$1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compare Prices and Save Money at TELEFOODS
Alfred Football Ends Season in Style with a 39-0 Slaughter over University of Rochester

Ben Utech

The Alfred Saxons completed their second game of the year on Saturday, November 10, 1984, with a 39-0 victory over the University of Rochester. The Saxons, led by quarterback Paul McDowell, dominated the game from start to finish.

The Saxons controlled the ball for most of the game, as they outgained the Yellowjackets by a healthy total of 378 to 129 yards. The Saxons were led by a strong defense, which held the Yellowjackets to just three points in the first half. The Saxons scored their first touchdown on a 34 yard run by fullback Gary Sheely, who spun around a defender into the endzone for a 20 yard strike.

The Saxons continued their offensive success in the second half, as they scored four more touchdowns. The Saxons were led by quarterback Paul McDowell, who completed 12 of 22 passes for 334 yards and a touchdown.

The Saxons defense was equally impressive, as they held the Yellowjackets to just one touchdown in the game. The Saxons defense was led by linebacker John Gentilella, who had a long quarterback sack and recovered a fumble.

The Saxons also scored on the next drive when McDonnell fumbled a snap and was recovered by UB. Then, with McDonnell deep in Alfred territory, Gentilella had a long interception return for a touchdown and the final home game of the 1985 season ended with a 39-0 victory.

Jeff Brill

Lady Saxons Win Season

The Alfred University women's soccer team ended its season with a victory over Canisius on October 28th, that put its record at 8-7, with a score of 2-0.

The Saxons were led by Cindy Murray, who scored 20 seconds into the Canisius game. Shelly Roberts then scored 37 minutes into the first half on an assist from Penny Giese. The second half was scoreless and a bit injury-riddled, but Alfred survived virtually unscathed.

The Saxons also scored on the 34 yard line when they were recovering the ball to preserve the lead. With UB deep in Alfred territory, Jade Radzavicz caught a three-yard touchdown pass and sailed to the endzone untouched.

The Saxons defense was led by John Gentilella, who had a long interception return for a touchdown and the final home game of the 1985 season ended with a 39-0 victory.

It's Not Too Soon To Start Thinking of The Gift Giving Season!

We have many fun and fancy gifts from a broad range!!

Fiat Lux

Come in and Browse.

Hair Care

It is located at 14 W. Univ. St., Alfred (next to Kinfolk).
PHONE 887-8400
HOURS: Mon. 10-1, Tues.-Sat. 9-4, Thurs. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Please call for an appointment.

Lest we know what you think about Campus issues and if you have any suggestions, we want to know those too!

Candles, soaps, lotions, shampoos, etc.

Kenning Affleck
Men's Soccer Ends Season with 5-9-1

Jeff Brill

After three previous seasons which included two ECAC championships and one second-place finish, the Alfred University Men's soccer team suffered one of its worst seasons, finishing 5-9-1. The team played in one of the toughest conferences in the nation. Three teams finished above. Below Alfred, there were 304 schools.

The three with winning records were quite successful, with two of them, Ithaca and RIT, going to the NCAAs, and the other, Hobart, going to the ECACs.

Alfred was 0-7 in the conference, but outside of it they were successful 5-2-1. Alfred's top scorers were Jon Berlton (6 goals, 3 assists, 15 points), Bill Ruffell (6 goals, 1 assist, 13 points), and Mike Mallarer (5 goals, 1 assist, 11 points).

It should also be noted that Alfred played more top-rated teams than any other school in the state, so stability and health were necessary. Unfortunately, they were the team's downfall. Alfred was hampered practically all season long by injuries, including aseason-ending injuries to Doug Matteson (broken jaw), Jim Leonard (torn ligament in the knee) and Mike Campbell (again, a torn knee ligament). Because of this, Coach Steve Allison had to put players in positions other than their normal ones to plug up the holes. That broke up the continuity that the team appeared to be developing when it pulled its record up from 3-5-1 to 5-5-1. Alfred was the only team going to nationals, the Alfred team that was under tremendous pressure as everyone had high expectations of both the team's on-field performance as well as the final season results. Under those conditions, it became very tough to perform well day-to-day. The season was probably most frustrating for the seven seniors who had produced those glory years previously mentioned. These players are Matteson, Mallalere, Borstwick, Leonard, Jim Van Dyne, Eric Purdy and Dave Cuniff. It will be tough to replace them, and Allison will be looking to recruit good athletes with winning attitudes.

He wants players who have tremendous desire, which is necessary in Division III since pure talent players more often than not go to Division I and II teams. Allison believes that the team is going in the right direction. They played as a group and appeared to be developing some of the habits and attitudes that are so important and as for the team's overall success, it can't be totally unexpected.

We Didn't Do "So Bad"...
Intramural UPDATE

The Nest is the best.

Later....

From the other bed. Thank You.

Vicki lives in a little, tiny house.

Tic snap-back chain lock.

No more messy sagging chains--

So Eric, what are you doing now?

PLEASE--Wait 20 minutes between each shower. Thank You.

Can't get enough of those magics

PLEASE—do not take the picture.

I'm so glad Bert got over his

Fingers—put another quarter in.

Kim—Alfred can get pretty

M. D. & M. D. - Congrats on the 100—roomie.

K. C. thanks for not listening to rumors. Friends.

M. D. Good Luck with H.O.

Bacchus C: we gate a telescope to watch those nudges, Openly in 2nd floor.

SMURF-A-HOLICS—congrats on the great costumes

Kim — Alfred can get pretty crowded on the weekends.

J. — when is the next marathon?

AXP pledges—thanks for those shots! Good luck with the rest of pledging!!!

SOMETIME'S IT TAKES AN ARMY TO PAY BACK YOUR COLLEGE LOAN.

Paying back your college loan can be a long, uphill battle. But the Army's Loan Repayment Program makes it easy.

Each year you serve as a soldier, the Army will reduce your college debt by $5,000, whichever amount is greater. So after serving just 3 years, your college loan will be completely paid off.

You're eligible for this program with a National Direct Student Loan or a Guaranteed Student Loan or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after October 1, 1975. And the loan can't be in default.

And just because you've left college, don't think you'll stop learning in the Army. Our skill training offers a wealth of valuable, high-tech, career-oriented skills. Call your local Army Recruiter to find out more.

Jeff Brill

Several high intramural sports have ended, while others have just begun. Here is an update of the happenings during the intramural season.

The "Superbowl" for flag football was held under the lights on Merrill Field on October 31. Kappa Psi Upsilon faced Delta Sigma Phi, and Delta came away with a 42-20 victory. Joe Grassi, Carter King and Jim Clark each scored two touchdowns for the victors, while Rich Hopkins scored two touchdowns and Tim Ebling scored one touchdown for Kappa. Kappa fared better in the One-Eighty Softball Finals as they won by forfeit over Zeta Beta Tau on October 19.

There were also Tuesday and Thursday night bowling leagues. For a delivery?

The intramural office would like to thank all the people who participated in the completed intramural sports.

Eight teams participated in a 3 on 3 basketball tournament which began on November 2, continued on November 8, and concluded last night—coverage of which will be included in the next issue of the Fiat Lux.

Another basketball league composed of five-man teams began on November 12. Intramural squash and racquetball began on November 11, but if anyone is still interested, it is still possible to sign up for them. Just see Kevin Conklin at McLane Center.

Special thanks to Conklin and the intramural office for their help in attaining all the statistics and dates.

Sergeant 1st Class Richard Jones

Fiat Lux Etc.